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PERFECT EMBEZZLEMENT OF ENTANGLEMENT
RICHARD CLEVE, LI LIU, AND VERN I. PAULSEN
Abstract. Van Dam and Hayden introduced a concept commonly
referred to as embezzlement, where, for any entangled quantum
state φ, there is an entangled catalyst state ψ, from which a high
fidelity approximation of φ⊗ψ can be produced using only local op-
erations. We investigate a version of this where the embezzlement
is perfect (i.e., the fidelity is 1). We prove that perfect embez-
zlement is impossible in a tensor product framework, even with
infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces and infinite entanglement en-
tropy. Then we prove that perfect embezzlement is possible in a
commuting operator framework. We prove this using the theory of
C*-algebras and we also provide an explicit construction. Next, we
apply our results to analyze perfect versions of a nonlocal game in-
troduced by Regev and Vidick. Finally, we analyze the structure of
perfect embezzlement protocols in the commuting operator model,
showing that they require infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces.
1. Introduction
It is well known that an entangled quantum state cannot be produced
by local operations alone. Van Dam and Hayden [2] proposed a method
that, in a certain sense, appears to produce additional entanglement
by local operations. They showed that, for any entangled state φ and
ǫ > 0, starting with a special entangled catalyst state ψ, applying local
operations, can produce a state that approximates φ⊗ψ within fidelity
1−ǫ. Although the entanglement entropy of the state produced cannot
exceed that of ψ, when ǫ is small, it is difficult to distinguish between
the state produced and φ⊗ψ. The name embezzlement reflects the fact
that the protocol “steals” entanglement from ψ in order to produce
entanglement elsewhere, but in a manner that is difficult to detect.
In the method of [2], fidelity 1 − ǫ can be attained for any ǫ > 0,
using a catalyst ψ with entanglement entropy O(log(1/ǫ)). Moreover,
it is shown in [2] that the entanglement entropy of the catalyst must
be Ω(log(1/ǫ)) to attain this fidelity. Thus, high fidelity embezzlement
requires a large amount of entanglement to begin with.
We consider the question: what kinds of embezzlement are possible
when the amount of entanglement in ψ is allowed to be infinite? The
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aforementioned results do not rule out perfect (i.e., fidelity 1) embez-
zlement in such cases. On the other hand, the catalytic states ψǫ in [2]
do not converge to a valid quantum vector state as ǫ approaches 0.
This question provides a setting in which the consequences of notions
of infinite entanglement can be explored.
We first show that in the tensor product framework, where catalytic
states are in the tensor product of two Hilbert spaces, perfect embez-
zlement is impossible, even if the spaces are infinite dimensional and
the entanglement entropy is infinite.
Next, we consider a commuting operator framework, where the no-
tion of “local” is formalized differently: there is one joint Hilbert space,
accessible to both Alice and Bob; however, the operations that Alice
performs on this space must commute with those of Bob. This formal-
ism is used in quantum field theory (see [12, 9, 11, 4, 6, 5] for more
discussion about this framework and its relationship with the tensor
product framework).
A natural adaptation of the commuting operator framework to the
setting of embezzlement is the following. The catalytic state ψ is in a
jointly accessibe Hilbert space, that we refer to as the resource space R.
There are also two additional Hilbert spaces: HA, accessible to Alice
only; and HB, accessible to Bob only. The goal of the protocol is to
transform a product state to an entangled state in HA ⊗ HB while
using ψ catalytically, and using operators that are commuting in the
following sense. Alice can apply a unitary operator on HA ⊗ R and
Bob can apply a unitary operator on HB ⊗R; however, UA ⊗ IHB and
IHA ⊗UB must commute on HA⊗R⊗HB, as illustrated in Figure 1.
HB
R
HA
UB
UA ≡
UB
UA
Figure 1. Commuting operator framework as a circuit diagram.
We focus on the problem of embezzling a Bell state of the form
1√
2
|0〉 ⊗ |0〉 + 1√
2
|1〉 ⊗ |1〉 (though our methodology adapts to more
general states). In this case, HA = HB = C2. A perfect embezzlement
protocol consists of a resource space R, a catalytic state ψ ∈ R, and
commuting unitary operators UA and UB, such that
(UA ⊗ IHB)(IHA ⊗ UB)|0〉 ⊗ ψ ⊗ |0〉(1)
= 1√
2
|0〉 ⊗ ψ ⊗ |0〉+ 1√
2
|1〉 ⊗ ψ ⊗ |1〉.
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We show that, in this commuting operator framework, a perfect em-
bezzlement protocol exists, where the resource space is a countably
infinite dimensional (i.e., separable) Hilbert space. We show this in
two ways: one is a simple existence proof, based on the theory of C*-
algebras, which does not yield explicit unitary operations; the other is
by an explicit construction.
Next, we consider coherent embezzlement, which was introduced in [10]
(where it is referred to as T2) and is a refinement of coherent state
exchange, introduced in [8]. Coherent embezzlement is related to em-
bezzlement but has the property that it is operationally testable in a
sense similar to that of nonlocal games (whereas embezzlement itself
does not have this property). We give reductions between perfect em-
bezzlement and perfect coherent embezzlement to prove that perfect
coherent embezzlement is impossible in the tensor product framework;
whereas it is possible in the commuting operator framework.
Finally, we prove a theorem concerning the structure of pairs of uni-
taries that achieve perfect embezzlement in terms of properties of their
constituent operators. We show that at least one of these operators
must contain a non-unitary isometry, a term that we will define later.
Since non-unitary isometries do not exist in finite dimensions, this im-
plies that perfect embezzlement in the commuting-operator model can-
not be achieved with a finite dimensional resource space.
2. Perfect embezzlement is impossible in a tensor
product framework
In [2], it is proved that, for any protocol that embezzles within fidelity
1− ǫ, the entanglement entropy of the catalyst must be Ω(log(1/ǫ)). It
follows that perfect embezzlement is impossible with finite-dimensional
entanglement in the tensor product framework. Here, we extend this
impossibility result to tensor products of arbitrary Hilbert spaces (where
the dimension of the spaces and entanglement entropy can be infinite).
In the tensor product framework, the resource space is of the form
R = RA ⊗RB, where RA and RB are arbitrary Hilbert spaces. Alice
has access to HA ⊗ RA and Bob has access to HB ⊗ RB . Alice and
Bob can each apply any unitary operation to the registers that they
have access to, as illustrated in Figure 2 (left), where the input state is
|0〉⊗ψ⊗|0〉, for some state ψ ∈ RA⊗RB. The protocol performs perfect
embezzlement if its output state is 1√
2
|0〉 ⊗ ψ ⊗ |0〉+ 1√
2
|1〉 ⊗ ψ ⊗ |1〉.
We also define a potentially stronger model, that we refer to as em-
bezzlement with ancillas, which includes the possibility of Alice and
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Bob employing additional registers as part of their protocol, as illus-
trated in Figure 2 (right). The input to the circuit is of the form
HA
UARA
RB
UBHB
GA
UAHA
RA
RB
UBHB
GB
Figure 2. Circuit diagram for embezzlement (left) and em-
bezzlement with ancillas (right) in the tensor product frame-
work. Registers RA and RB contain a bipartite resource
state that must be used catalytically. Registers HA = HB =
C
2 are intialized to state |00〉 and are transformed to state
1√
2
|00〉 + 1√
2
|11〉. Registers GA and GB are ancillas, whose
initial state is unentangled, but they need not be used cat-
alytically.
γA⊗ |0〉 ⊗ψ⊗ |0〉 ⊗ γB, where ψ ∈ RA ⊗RB is the catalyst state, and
γA ∈ GA and γB ∈ GB are the initial states of Alice and Bob’s respective
ancilla registers, GA and GB (which can be infinite dimensional). If we
express the Hilbert space as (HA⊗HB)⊗ (RA⊗RB)⊗ (GA⊗GB) then
the input state can be written as |00〉 ⊗ ψ ⊗ (γA ⊗ γB). The protocol
performs perfect embezzlement if and only if the output state is of the
form (
1√
2
|00〉+ 1√
2
|11〉)⊗ ψ ⊗ γAB,(2)
for some state γAB ∈ GA ⊗ GB.
Theorem 2.1. Perfect embezzlement is impossible in the tensor prod-
uct framework, even if Alice and Bob are allowed to use ancillas.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward application of the Schmidt de-
composition for vectors in tensor products of arbitrary Hilbert spaces.
For arbitrary (not necessarily separable) Hilbert spaces H and K and
any φ ∈ H ⊗K, it is possible to express
φ =
∞∑
j=0
αj uj ⊗ vj ,(3)
where αj ≥ 0,
∑∞
j=0 |αj |2 = 1, αj ≥ αj+1, u0, u1, . . . are orthonormal
vectors in H, and v0, v1, . . . are orthonormal vectors in K. Moreover,
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given these conditions, the coefficients αj are unique. For the conve-
nience of the reader, we include a proof of this in Appendix A.
Now taking a Schmidt decomposition of γA⊗|0〉⊗ψ⊗|0〉⊗γB, with
respect to
(GA ⊗ HA ⊗ RA) ⊗ (GB ⊗ HB ⊗ RB), we obtain Schmidt
coefficients αj .
Suppose that a perfect embezzlement protocol exists. Then, since
UA and UB are local unitaries, the Schmidt coefficients of the initial
state |00〉 ⊗ ψ ⊗ γA ⊗ γB must be the same as those of the final state
( 1√
2
|00〉+ 1√
2
|11〉)⊗ψ⊗γAB. But this is a contradiction, since the largest
Schmidt coefficient of the input state is α0 (which is nonzero) and the
largest Schmidt coefficient of the output state is at most 1√
2
α0. There-
fore, there is no perfect embezzlement protocol in the tensor product
framework. 
3. Perfect embezzlement is possible in a commuting
operator framework
In this section we show that, since one can approximately embezzle
a Bell state to any level of precision in finite dimensions (by the re-
sults of [2]), one can perfectly embezzle in infinite dimensions in the
commuting operator framework. Readers unfamiliar with the theory of
C*-algebras might prefer to read our primer on C*-algebras in Appen-
dix B before tackling this section. At the end of the section, we explain
how to generalize the technique to more general entangled states.
We begin by showing that each commuting operator framework,
where HA = HB = C2, yields a set of eight operators on the resource
space. To study the most general commuting framework, it is natural
to consider the relations that any such set of operators must satisfy
and look for a “universal” model for such sets of operators.
We will show that the eight operators arising from a commuting
operator framework are always a representation of a certain C*-algebra
and that the catalyst vector yields a state on this C*-algebra. We
will show that the commuting operator framework together with the
catalyst vector achieves perfect embezzlement of a Bell state if and only
if the state on this C*-algebra induced by the catalyst vector satisfies
a set of four equations.
In this manner the question of whether or not one can perfectly
embezzle a Bell state is reduced to a question about the existence of a
state on this C*-algebra that satisfies our four equations.
Finally, we show that perfect embezzlement of a Bell state is possible
in the commuting operator framework by showing the existence of such
a state.
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The “universal” C*-algebra that one needs was first introduced by
L.G. Brown [1], who referred to it as the universal C*-algebra of a
non-commutative unitary for reasons that will, hopefully, be clear. Our
viewpoint shows that in a certain sense questions about embezzlement
can be interpreted as questions about states on these particular quan-
tum group C*-algebras. We think that this perspective is new and
should lead to interesting links between these two areas.
Let’s return to the scenario of Figure 1. Alice’s unitary operation,
UA : C
2⊗R → C2⊗R can be represented by a 2×2 matrix of operators
on R,
UA =
(
U00 U01
U10 U11
)
=
1∑
i,j=0
|i〉〈j| ⊗ Uij
where UA(|j〉 ⊗ h) =
∑1
i=0 |i〉 ⊗ Uijh. In this case,
U∗A =
(
U∗00 U
∗
10
U∗01 U
∗
11
)
and the fact that UA is unitary can be expressed by eight equations
involving these operators that are best expressed as
U∗AUA =
(
IR 0
0 IR
)
= UAU
∗
A,(4)
where we apply the usual rules of matrix multiplication, being careful
to remember that since the entries of UA are operators, not numbers,
they need not commute. We also recall that when R is infinite dimen-
sional, then it is necessary that both U∗AUA and UAU
∗
A be the identity
to guarantee that UA is unitary.
Finally, in the special case that dim(R) = 1 so that these entries are
numbers, then we are back to the usual case of a 2×2 complex unitary
matrix.
Conversely, if we let UA be any 2× 2 matrix of operators on R that
satisfies Eq. (4) then UA will define a unitary on C
2 ⊗R.
Similarly, Bob’s unitary UB : R⊗ C2 → R⊗ C2 is represented by a
2 × 2 matrix of operators on R, UB = (Vij), whose entries satisfy the
same eight equations.
Finally, to have a commuting operator framework as in Figure 1, we
need (UA⊗I2)(I2⊗UB) = (I2⊗UB)(UA⊗I2). The following proposition
translates this condition into equations involving the operator entries.
Proposition 3.1. Let Uij , Vkl, 0 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ 1 be operators on the
Hilbert space R such that UA = (Uij), and UB = (Vkl) are unitaries.
Then (UA ⊗ I2)(I2 ⊗ UB) = (I2 ⊗ UB)(I2 ⊗ UA) if and only if UijVkl =
VklUij and U
∗
ijVkl = VklU
∗
ij for all i, j, k, l.
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Proof. We have that
(UA ⊗ I2)(I2 ⊗ UB)(|j〉 ⊗ h⊗ |l〉) =
1∑
i,k=0
|i〉 ⊗ UijVklh⊗ |k〉,
and similarly,
(I2 ⊗ UB)(UA ⊗ I2)(|j〉 ⊗ h⊗ |l〉) =
1∑
i,k=0
|i〉 ⊗ VklUijh⊗ |k〉.
Thus, we see that (UA⊗I2)(I2⊗UB) = (I2⊗UB)(UA⊗I2) is equivalent
to UijVkl = VklUij, for all i, j, k, l.
However, if an invertible operator commutes with another operator,
then its inverse also commutes with that operator. Hence, (UA⊗I2)−1 =
(U∗A ⊗ I2) commutes with (I2 ⊗ UB) and this is equivalent to U∗ijVkl =
VklU
∗
ij , for all i, j, k, l. 
The above equations are generally summarized by saying that the
set of operators {Uij} *-commutes with the set {Vkl}. Thus, having a
commuting operator framework is equivalent to having two unitaries
UA = (Uij), and UB = (Vkl) whose entries *-commute.
We wish to study “universal” properties of 2×2 matrices of operators
(Uij) that give rise to a unitary. To do this we begin with a unital *-
algebra U2 with generators, denoted 1 and uij, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 1, subject to
the eight equations,(
u00 u01
u10 u11
)(
u∗00 u
∗
10
u∗01 u
∗
11
)
=
(
u∗00 u
∗
10
u∗01 u
∗
11
)(
u00 u01
u10 u11
)
=
(
1 0
0 1
)
.(5)
Thus, whenever there is a Hilbert space H and four operators, Uij on
that space such that the operator-matrix U = (Uij) defines a unitary
operator on H⊗ C2, then there is a *-homomorphism,
π : U2 → B(H) with π(uij) = Uij.
For x ∈ U2 he sets ‖x‖ = sup{‖π(x)‖ : π a *-homomorphism}, where
the supremum is taken over all Hilbert spaces and all π’s as above.
This defines a norm on U2 and that the completion is a C*-algebra,
we shall denote Unc(2). The subscript nc stands for “non-commuting”
and is intended to remind us that the generators uij do not commute.
(This approach generalizes naturally to d×d matrices of operators, for
d > 2, where the C*-algebra is denoted as Unc(d).)
Note that in the commuting operator framework, the set Uij and
the set Vkl each gives rise to a *-homomorphism and that these two
*-homomorphisms commute. Thus, it is not hard to see that we have
a one-to-one correspondence between commuting operator frameworks
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and *-homomorphisms of Unc(2) ⊗ Unc(2) into B(R). Since we want
to consider all commuting operator frameworks, we are lead to study
Unc(2)⊗max Unc(2).
The study of states on this algebra turns out to be closely related to
embezzlement constructions as the following result shows.
Theorem 3.2. There exists a perfect embezzlement protocol in the
commuting operator framework if and only if there exists a state s :
Unc(2)⊗max Unc(2)→ C such that
• s(u00 ⊗ u00) = 1√
2
,
• s(u10 ⊗ u00) = 0,
• s(u00 ⊗ u10) = 0,
• s(u10 ⊗ u10) = 1√
2
.
Proof. First assume that a perfect embezzlement protocol exists in a
commuting operator framework. Let R be a Hilbert space, let ψ ∈ R
be a unit vector, let UA =
(
Uij
)
and UB =
(
Vkl
)
be unitaries on C2⊗H
and H ⊗ C2, respectively, such that UA ⊗ I2 commutes with I2 ⊗ UB
and let ψ be a catalyst vector for perfect embezzlement of a Bell state,
Define π : Unc(2) ⊗max Unc(2) → B(H) to be the *-homomorphism
defined by π(uij ⊗ 1) = Ui,j, π(1 ⊗ ukl) = Vkl. Since ψ is a catalyst
vector,
(UA ⊗ I2)(I2 ⊗ UB)(|0〉 ⊗ ψ ⊗ |0〉) = 1√
2
(|0〉 ⊗ ψ ⊗ |0〉+ |1〉 ⊗ ψ ⊗ |1〉).
Now define a state on Unc(2)⊗max Unc(2) by s(x) = 〈π(x)ψ, ψ〉. We
have that
(
I2 ⊗ UB
)(
UA ⊗ I2
)|0〉 ⊗ ψ ⊗ |0〉 =
1∑
i,j=0
|i〉 ⊗ Ui,0Vj,0ψ ⊗ |j〉
= 1√
2
|0〉 ⊗ ψ ⊗ |0〉+ 1√
2
|1〉 ⊗ ψ ⊗ |1〉,
which is equivalent to
U00V00ψ = U10V10ψ =
1√
2
ψ and U00V10ψ = U10V00ψ = 0.
From these equations, it follows that the state s satisfies the four con-
ditions.
Conversely, assume that s : Unc(2) ⊗max Unc(2) → C is a state that
satisfies the 4 conditions. Let πs : Unc(2)⊗maxUnc(2)→ B(Hs) and ψ ∈
Hs be the GNS representation of the state so that s(x) = 〈πs(x)ψ, ψ〉.
If we define UA : C
2 ⊗ H → C2 ⊗ H by UA =
(
π(uij ⊗ 1)
)
and UB :
H⊗C2 →H⊗C2 by UB =
(
π(1⊗ ui,j)
)
, then UA⊗ I2 commutes with
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I2 ⊗ UB. The operator on the direct sum of four copies of H given by

U00V00 U01V00 U00V01 U01V01
U10V00 U11V00 U10V01 U11V01
U00V10 U01V10 U00V11 U01V11
U10V10 U11V10 U10V11 U11V11


is unitary.
Hence,
1 = |〈U00V00ψ, ψ〉|2 + |〈U10V10ψ, ψ〉|2 ≤ ‖U00V00ψ‖2 + ‖U10V10ψ‖2
≤ ‖U00V00ψ‖2 + ‖U10V10ψ‖2 + ‖U00V10ψ‖2 + ‖U10V00ψ‖2 = 1,
from which it follows that
U00V00ψ = U10V10ψ =
1√
2
ψ and U00V10ψ = U10V00ψ = 0.
Thus,
(
I2 ⊗ UB
)(
UA ⊗ I2
)|0〉 ⊗ ψ ⊗ |0〉 =
1∑
i,j=0
|i〉 ⊗ Ui,0Vj,0ψ ⊗ |j〉
= 1√
2
|0〉 ⊗ ψ ⊗ |0〉+ 1√
2
|1〉 ⊗ ψ ⊗ |1〉
and we have a perfect embezzlement protocol. 
Thus, we have proven that perfect embezzlement in the commut-
ing operator framework is equivalent to the existence of a state on
Unc(2) ⊗max Unc(2) that satisfies the four equations above. We now
prove that such a state exists.
Theorem 3.3. There exists a state s : Unc(2) ⊗max Unc(2) → C that
satisfies the four equations of the previous theorem and consequently
perfect embezzlement is possible in the commuting operator framework.
Proof. By the results of [2], we have finite dimensional Hilbert spaces
Hn unit vectors hn ∈ Hn and unitary operators Un, Vn on Hn⊗C2, such
that (Un⊗I2)(I2⊗Vn)(|0〉⊗hn⊗|0〉)− 1√
2
(|0〉⊗hn⊗|0〉+ |1〉⊗hn⊗|1〉)
has norm less than 1/n.
These operators induce *-homomorphisms, πn : Unc(2)⊗maxUnc(2)→
B(Hn) and states sn : Unc(2) ⊗max Unc(2) → C defined by sn(x) =
〈πn(x)hn, hn〉. These states satisfy:
• ∣∣sn(u00 ⊗ u00)− 1√
2
∣∣ < 1
n
,
• |sn(u10 ⊗ u00)| < 1n ,
• |sn(u00 ⊗ u10)| < 1n ,
• ∣∣sn(u10 ⊗ u10)− 1√
2
∣∣ < 1
n
.
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Now by the fact that the state space of any unital C*-algebra is compact
in the weak*-topology, we may take a limit point s of this sequence of
states. Since the value of s(ui,j ⊗ uk,l) must be a limit of the values of
sn on these same elements, s will be a state on Unc(2)⊗max Unc(2) that
satisfies the 4 conditions exactly. 
Remark 3.4. From [2], each of the states, sn appearing in the above
proof is actually a state on Unc(2) ⊗min Unc(2). Hence, by taking a
limit point, we obtain a state s : Unc(2)⊗min Unc(2)→ C that satisfies
the 4 equations of Theorem 3.2. If we apply the GNS construction
or any other method to represent it as s(x) = 〈π(x)ψ, ψ〉 on some
Hilbert space H, where π : Unc(2) ⊗min Unc(2) → B(H), then the
representation π and the Hilbert space cannot decompose as a tensor
product. Otherwise we would achieve perfect embezzlement in a tensor
product framework. Hence, we obtain an example of a state on a
minimal tensor product, such that it cannot be represented using a
*-homomorphism that is a spatial tensor product. In fact, no state
on Unc(2) ⊗min Unc(2) that satisfies just those 4 equations can have a
spatial tensor product representation.
Remark 3.5. The coefficients that appear in Theorem 3.2 are a con-
sequence of the fact that we are embezzling a Bell state. If we wish
instead for a perfect embezzlement protocol of a more general vector
state, say, of the form
∑d−1
i,j=0 αij |i〉 ⊗ |j〉, then this is equivalent to the
existence of a state s on Unc(d)⊗maxUnc(d) satisfying s(ui0⊗uj0) = αij,
for 0 ≤ i, j < d. Moreover, it is shown in [2] that every vector
in Cd ⊗ Cd can be approximately embezzled in a finite dimensional
scenario. Therefore, arguing as above, there is always a state s on
Unc(d)⊗min Unc(d) satisfying the d2 equations.
4. Explicit construction of a perfect embezzlement
protocol in a commuting-operator framework
The previous section proves the existence of a perfect embezzlement
protocol, but without constructing one explicitly. Some of the steps of
the proof are nonconstructive. In Theorem 3.3, an abstract state is ob-
tained by invoking an existence theorem using the weak*-compactness
of the set of all states; moreover, in Theorem 3.2, the Hilbert space
is obtained by applying the GNS representation of the state, which is
based on the completion of an abstract C*-algebra. In this section,
we give an explicit commuting-operator protocol for perfect embezzle-
ment. We explain the technique for Bell states, and, at the end of the
section, explain how to it extends to more general entangled states.
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4.1. The resource space R and shift operations on this space.
The resource space is the Hilbert space ℓ2, whose orthonormal basis
is countably infinite. In order to define the operations used in the
protocol, it is useful to think of this space in terms of countably infinite
tensor products of states, where all but finitely many of them are fixed.
First, consider the set of infinite tensor products of 2-qubit compu-
tational basis states, where all but finitely many of them are in state
|00〉. We can express these states as | . . . x2x1x0 , . . . y2y1y0〉, or as |x, y〉
(where x, y ∈ N0, and xj and yj are the binary digits of x and y, re-
spectively, in position j).
Next, consider the set of infinite tensor products of 2-qubit Bell ba-
sis states where all but finitely many of them are 1√
2
|00〉 + 1√
2
|11〉.
Let us denote these states as |0.x−1x−2x−3 . . . , 0.y−1y−2y−3 . . . 〉, with
the convention that the qubits in position −j (i.e., the jth qubit pair,
corresponding to bits x−j and y−j) are in the Bell basis state
1√
2
|0y−j〉+ 1√
2
(−1)x−j |1y−j〉.(6)
A convenient way of denoting an orthonormal basis for the (spatial)
tensor product of the Hilbert spaces generated by the two aforemen-
tioned sets is as the set of all
| . . . x2x1x0 .x−1x−2 . . . , . . . y2y1y0 . y−1y−2 . . . 〉,(7)
with all but finitely many xj and yj set to 0. Equivalently, each ba-
sis state can be written as |x, y〉, where x and y are dyadic rational
numbers1.
Intuitively, these basis states can be thought of as two-way infinite
tensor products, as illustrated in Figure 3. On the left are computa-
· · ·
· · ·
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
3 2 1 0 −1 −2 −3
· · ·
· · ·
Figure 3. Schematic picture of the tensor product struc-
ture of the basis states. Each circle represents a qubit. In po-
sitions 0, 1, 2, . . . the qubits are in computational basis states.
In positions −1,−2, . . . the qubits are in Bell basis states.
1A dyadic rational number is of the form x = a/2b, where a, b ∈ N0. Each dyadic
x can be written in binary as x = xℓ . . . x2x1x0 .x−1x−2 . . . x−r . Formally, for all
j ∈ Z, bit j of x is defined as xj = ⌊x2−j⌋ mod 2. Note that 2x is x with all the
binary digits shifted left by 1.
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tional basis states (with all but finitely many in state |00〉). On the right
are Bell basis states (with all but finitely many in state 1√
2
|00〉+ 1√
2
|11〉).
We now define a left shift L on the Hilbert space spanned by these
basis states. Intuitively, L shifts the two-way infinite tensor product to
the left by one. Formally, we define L as the product of two unitaries.
First, define L1 as the left shift of the digits of x and y
L1| . . . x2x1x0 . x−1x−2 . . . , . . . y2y1y0 . y−1y−2 . . . 〉(8)
= | . . . x1x0x−1 . x−2y−3 . . . , . . . y1y0y−1 . y−2y−3 . . . 〉,(9)
or, equivalently, as L1|x, y〉 = |2x, 2y〉. L1 is unitary because it is a
permutation of the basis states. Note that L1 does not implement the
desired left shift L because the qubits in position −1 are in the Bell
basis whereas the qubits in position 0 are in the computational basis.
A basis conversion is needed when position −1 is shifted to position 0.
Define L2 to perform this basis conversion in position 0 as
L2| . . . x2x1x0 . x−1x−2 . . . , . . . y2y1y0 . y−1y−2 . . . 〉(10)
= 1√
2
| . . . x2x10 . x−1x−2 . . . , . . . y2y1y0 . y−1y−2 . . . 〉(11)
+ 1√
2
(−1)x0 | . . . x2x11 . x−1x−2 . . . , . . . y2y1y0 . y−1y−2 . . . 〉.(12)
This can be equivalently expressed in terms of arithmetic operations
on dyadic rationals as
L2|x, y〉 = 1√
2
|x− x0, y〉+ 1√
2
(−1)x0 |x− x0 + 1, y − 2y0 + 1〉.(13)
L2 is unitary because it is a direct sum of 4×4 unitaries. Finally, define
L = L2L1, which is unitary because L1 and L2 are unitary.
An interesting property of L is that applying this operation to the
state |0.0, 0.0〉 yields 1√
2
|0.0, 0.0〉 + 1√
2
|1.0, 1.0〉. In the tensor product
picture, L leaves the state of all the qubits intact except for the qubits
in position 0, whose state changes from |00〉 to 1√
2
|00〉+ 1√
2
|11〉. This is
performing something like an embezzlement transformation (in a man-
ner reminiscent of the imaginary “Hilbert hotel”); however, this L does
not decompose into two commuting operations that have the structure
illustrated in Figure 1. In order to obtain such a decomposition, we
need to enlarge our Hilbert space.
We begin with some intuition. In Figure 3, assume that Alice pos-
sesses the qubits in the first row and Bob possesses the qubits in the
second row. When Alice’s qubits are shifted to the left by one, the
picture changes to that of Figure 4. This can be equivalently expressed
by shifting the labels of Alice’s qubits as in Figure 5. More generally,
for an arbitrary r ∈ Z, a left shift of the first row by r is illustrated in
Figure 6.
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· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❚
❚
❚❚
❚
❚
❚❚
❚
❚
❚❚
❚
3 2 1 0 −1 −2 −3
3 2 1 0 −1 −2 −3
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
Figure 4. Schematic picture of the tensor product of basis
states when Alice’s qubits (top row) are shifted left by one.
Pairs of circles connected by lines are in the Bell basis. Such
states are orthogonal to all states of the form of Figure 3.
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
3 2 1 0 −1 −2 −3
4 3 2 1 0 −1 −2
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
Figure 5. An alternative schematic picture of the tensor
product of Figure 4, where the labels of the qubits on the top
row are adjusted to reflect the shift in the top row.
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
❣
3 2 1 0 −1 −2 −3
r+3 r+2 r+1 r r−1 r−2 r−2
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
Figure 6. Schematic picture of a left shift of Alice’s qubits
(top row) by r ∈ Z.
With the picture of Figure 6 in mind, define the Hilbert space R
as having orthonormal basis states of the form |r, x, y〉, where x, y
are dyadic rationals and r ∈ Z represents the leftward shift of Al-
ice’s qubits. We can interpret |r, x, y〉 as an encoding of the following
logical state. For all j ∈ Z, Alice’s logical qubit in position j + r and
Bob’s logical qubit in position j are in the joint state


|xjyj〉 if j ≥ 0
1√
2
|0yj〉+ 1√
2
(−1)xj |1yj〉 if j < 0.
(14)
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Now we define the Alice left shift LA as simply
LA|r, x, y〉 = |r + 1, x, y〉.(15)
LA is obviously unitary and commutes with L, since they act on dif-
ferent components of |r, x, y〉.
Next, define the Bob left shift LB as
LB = L
∗
AL(16)
(a left shift of both Alice and Bob’s qubits followed by a right shift
of Alice’s qubits). Note that LA and LB commute, since LA and L
commute. Also, since L is a left shift by both Alice and Bob and L∗A
is a right shift by Alice, LB has no net effect on Alice’s logical qubits.
4.2. Swap operations between HA, HB and R. Prior to defining
our embezzlement protocol, we define swap operations between HA and
the logical qubit of Alice in position 0 of R, and between HB and the
logical qubit of Bob in position 0 of R.
The Bob swap SB is defined simply as the unitary operation that
acts on HB ⊗R as
SB|t〉 ⊗ |r, x, . . . y1y0 . y−1 . . . 〉 = |y0〉 ⊗ |r, x, . . . y1t . y−1 . . . 〉,(17)
or, equivalently, as SB|t〉⊗|r, x, y〉 = |y0〉⊗|r, x, y−y0+t〉. SB is clearly
unitary and commutes with LA since they act on different components
of each basis state |r, x, y〉 ∈ R.
The corresponding Alice swap, acting onHA⊗R, is more complicated
than SB. First define S˜A (a na¨ıve Alice swap) as
S˜A|s〉 ⊗ |r, . . . x1x0 . x−1 . . . , y〉 = |x0〉 ⊗ |r, . . . x1s . x−1 . . . , y〉,(18)
or, equivalently, as S˜A|s〉 ⊗ |r, x, y〉 = |x0〉 ⊗ |r, x− x0 + s, y〉. S˜A does
not swap with Alice’s logical qubit in position 0—moreover, S˜A does
not commute with LB. To swap with Alice’s logical qubit in position
0, it is convenient to first define the controlled-L, denoted as C, acting
on R as
C|r, x, y〉 = Lr|r, x, y〉,(19)
which makes sense because Lr acts only on the second and third com-
ponent of |r, x, y〉. C is unitary because each Lr is unitary and C is
a direct sum of all Lr. Intuitively, C∗|r, x, y〉 is a state in which Al-
ice’s literal qubit in position 0 corresponds to Alice’s logical qubit in
position 0 in |r, x, y〉. Now we define the actual Alice swap as
SA = CS˜AC
∗.(20)
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Clearly SA is unitary and, for each |r, x, y〉 ∈ R, its effect is localized
to Alice’s logical qubit in position 0. SA and SB commute because SB
is localized to Bob’s logical qubit in position 0. Moreover, SA and LB
commute because, for |r, x, y〉 ∈ R, LB is localized to Bob’s logical
qubits.
4.3. The embezzlement protocol. The idea is to start with state
|0, 0.0, 0.0〉, perform LA and LB, and then swap the two qubits in
position 0 of R into HA and HB.
Alice performs UA = SALA and Bob performs UB = SBLB. Clearly
UA and UB commute. Recall that LALB = L. The state evolves as:
0. initial state: |0〉 ⊗ |0〉 ⊗ |0, 0.0, 0.0〉
1. after LALB: |0〉 ⊗ |0〉 ⊗
(
1√
2
|0, 0.0, 0.0〉+ 1√
2
|0, 1.0, 1.0〉)
2. after SASB:
(
1√
2
|0〉 ⊗ |0〉+ 1√
2
|1〉 ⊗ |1〉)⊗ |0, 0.0, 0.0〉
This completes the protocol for perfect embezzlement in the commuting
operator framework.
Remark 4.1. It is easy to adapt the above method to embezzle a more
general entangled state, say, of the form φ =
∑d−1
i,j=0 αij |i〉 ⊗ |j〉. First,
redefine R to be in terms of basis states of the form |r, x, y〉, where
x and y are d-adic rational numbers (i.e., with digits in Zd). Then it
suffices to set the operation L2 (which is the basis change part of the
left shift operation) to be any unitary operation on Cd⊗Cd that maps
|0〉⊗ |0〉 to φ. The other parts of the protocol are essentially the same.
5. Coherent embezzlement games
A purported protocol for embezzlement cannot be tested in the way
that nonlocal games can, because Alice and Bob can perform local
operations that perfectly map |0〉⊗|0〉 to 1√
2
|0〉⊗|0〉+ 1√
2
|1〉⊗|1〉 using
the resource of only a single (concealed) Bell state. Leung, Toner and
Watrous [8] proposed a coherent state exchange game that is related
to embezzlement but is operationally testable. In this game, Alice
and Bob each receive a qutrit from a referee as input and they each
return a qubit to the referee, who performs a measurement on the
returned state to determine whether they win or lose. There is no
perfect strategy for this game using finite entanglement. It is shown
in [8] that, for all ǫ > 0: there exists a strategy that succeeds with
probability 1 − ǫ using O(log(1/ǫ))-entropy entanglement; moreover,
to succeed with probability 1 − ǫ requires entanglement with entropy
Ω(log(1/ǫ)).
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Regev and Vidick [10] presented a simplification of the coherent state
exchange game that has the above properties, but where the outputs
are classical bits instead of qubits (the inputs are still qutrits). In [10],
this is called the T2 game. We refer to this as the coherent embezzlement
game, to highlight its close relationship with embezzlement.
In this section, we begin by reviewing the definition of the coherent
embezzlement (a.k.a. T2) game. Then we show that a perfect strategy
for embezzlement can be converted to a perfect strategy for coherent
embezzlement—and vice versa. By such reductions, we prove that there
is a perfect strategy for coherent embezzlement in the commuting op-
erator framework (Theorem 5.1), but there is no such perfect strategy
in the tensor product framework (Theorem 5.2).
We now define the coherent embezzlement game [10]. Alice and Bob
each receive two qutrits as input and they each produce a classical bit
as output. The input state that Alice and Bob jointly receive is either
φ0 or φ1, where
φ0 =
1√
2
|0〉 ⊗ |0〉+ 1√
2
(
1√
2
|1〉 ⊗ |1〉+ 1√
2
|2〉 ⊗ |2〉)(21)
φ1 =
1√
2
|0〉 ⊗ |0〉 − 1√
2
(
1√
2
|1〉 ⊗ |1〉+ 1√
2
|2〉 ⊗ |2〉).(22)
Call Alice and Bob’s output bits a and b respectively. The winning
condition is that: when the input is φ0, a ⊕ b = 0; when the input is
φ1, a⊕ b = 1.
Note that the winning condition does not require Alice and Bob’s
resource state to be used in a catalytic manner; Alice and Bob are
free to destroy this state in their strategy. In this sense, the coherent
embezzlement game is simpler than embezzlement, whose definition
depends critically on restoring the resource state.
In the remainder of this section, for technical convenience, we repre-
sent qutrits as pairs of qubits using the encoding 0 ≡ 00, 1 ≡ 10 (for
Alice) or 01 (for Bob), and 2 ≡ 11. With this encoding, the input states
that Alice and Bob jointly receive can be written as, for c ∈ {0, 1},
φc =
1√
2
|00〉 ⊗ |00〉+ 1√
2
(−1)c( 1√
2
|10〉 ⊗ |01〉+ 1√
2
|11〉 ⊗ |11〉)(23)
= 1√
2
|0〉|00〉|0〉+ 1√
2
(−1)c|1〉( 1√
2
|00〉+ 1√
2
|11〉)|1〉(24)
(where the first two qubits are Alice’s input and the last two qubits are
Bob’s input).
Theorem 5.1. There is a perfect strategy for the coherent embezzle-
ment game in the commuting operator framework.
Proof. Let R, UA, and UB be as defined in the unitary embezzlement
protocol of section 4. For coherent embezzlement, the input Hilbert
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spaces are HA1 ⊗HA2 = HB1 ⊗HB2 = C2⊗C2. We will show that the
protocol in Figure 7 performs coherent embezzlement. First note that,
HA1 • H a
HA2
U∗AR
U∗BHB2
HB1 • H b
Figure 7. Circuit diagram of a protocol for coherent em-
bezzlement from a protocol for embezzlement based on UA,
UB , and ψ ∈ R.
since the controlled U∗A and U
∗
B perform the inverse of embezzlement
when their control qubits are in state |1〉, they perform a mapping on
HA1 ⊗HA2 ⊗HB2 ⊗HB1 such that
φc =
1√
2
|0〉|00〉|0〉+ 1√
2
(−1)c|1〉( 1√
2
|00〉+ 1√
2
|11〉)|1〉(25)
7→ 1√
2
|0〉|00〉|0〉+ 1√
2
(−1)c|1〉|00〉|1〉.(26)
Note that, on the Hilbert space HA1 ⊗ HB1 , this is the pure state
1√
2
|00〉+ 1√
2
(−1)c|11〉. Finally, since the Hadamard gates perform the
mapping
1√
2
|00〉+ 1√
2
(−1)c|11〉 7→ 1√
2
|0c〉+ 1√
2
|1c〉,(27)
the result follows. 
Theorem 5.2. There is no perfect strategy for the coherent embezzle-
ment game in the tensor product framework (where Alice and Bob are
allowed to use ancillas).
Proof. The idea is that a perfect strategy for coherent embezzlement
can be converted into a perfect strategy for embezzlement. Suppose
that there is a perfect strategy for coherent embezzlement. Without
loss of generality, it can be assumed that this strategy is of the form
depicted in Figure 8, where ψ ∈ RA⊗RB, Alice and Bob each perform a
local unitary operation followed by measurement of one of their qubits.
Since we are assuming that the strategy is perfect, for input state φ0,
the output bits satisfy a ⊕ b = 0, and for input state φ1, the output
bits satisfy a⊕ b = 1.
Now, consider the protocol in Figure 9. We begin by showing that,
for each c ∈ {0, 1}, the effect of the first three steps of the protocol in
Figure 9 is to map φc ⊗ ψ ⊗ γA ⊗ γB to (−1)cφc ⊗ ψ ⊗ γA ⊗ γB. Since
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GA
UA
HA1 a
HA2
RA
RB
UB
HB2
HB1 b
GB
Figure 8. Circuit diagram of an arbitrary protocol for co-
herent embezzlement. ψ ∈ RA ⊗ RB is the resource state.
Without loss of generality, two local unitaries are performed,
followed by measurements of two specific qubits.
GA
UA U
∗
A
HA1 Z X
HA2
RA
RB
UB U
∗
B
HB2
HB1 Z X
GB
Figure 9. Modification of circuit in Figure 8 that performs
embezzlement using the resource state ψ ∈ RA ⊗RB .
a⊕b = c, After the UA⊗UB operations have been performed, the state
must be of the form
α|0〉 ⊗ |c〉 ⊗ ξ0 + β|1〉 ⊗ |c〉 ⊗ ξ1,(28)
when expressed the state in the Hilbert space
HA1 ⊗HB1 ⊗ (HA2 ⊗HB2 ⊗RA ⊗RB ⊗ GA ⊗ GB).(29)
Therefore, after the two Z gates, the state is
(−1)c(α|0〉 ⊗ |c〉 ⊗ ξ0 + β|1〉 ⊗ |c〉 ⊗ ξ1),(30)
and this is mapped by U∗A ⊗ U∗B to (−1)cφc ⊗ ψ ⊗ γA ⊗ γB.
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This implies that the first three steps of the modified protocol maps
|00〉 ⊗ |00〉 = 1√
2
φ0 +
1√
2
φ1(31)
on HA ⊗HB (with the other registers in state ψ ⊗ γA ⊗ γB) to
1√
2
|10〉 ⊗ |01〉+ 1√
2
|11〉 ⊗ |11〉 = 1√
2
φ0 − 1√
2
φ1.(32)
Finally, the two X gates of the protocol in Figure 9 map the state
1√
2
|10〉⊗|01〉+ 1√
2
|11〉⊗|11〉 to 1√
2
|00〉⊗|00〉+ 1√
2
|01〉⊗|10〉. Therefore,
the entire protocol maps |00〉 ⊗ |00〉 ⊗ ψ ⊗ γA ⊗ γB to(
1√
2
|00〉 ⊗ |00〉+ 1√
2
|01〉 ⊗ |10〉)⊗ ψ ⊗ γA ⊗ γB(33)
= |0〉( 1√
2
|00〉+ 1√
2
|11〉)|0〉 ⊗ ψ ⊗ γA ⊗ γB.(34)
This is perfect embezzlement in the registers HA2 ⊗HB2 .
Since this protocol violates Theorem 2.1, there cannot exist a perfect
strategy for coherent embezzlement using entanglement of the form
ψ ∈ RA ⊗RB. 
6. Perfect embezzlement requires non-unitary isometries
In this section we obtain further information about the nature of
the unitary operators that appear in perfect embezzlement protocols.
We show that some of the operators that occur in such protocols must
contain non-unitary isometries. This result justifies the need for the
register shifts that appear in the explicit protocol of the earlier section.
Also, since non-unitary isometries only exist in infinite dimensions, this
result implies that perfect embezzlement is impossible with a finite
dimensional resource space.
We begin by reviewing the key facts about unitaries and isometries.
Given a Hilbert space H a linear map V : H → H is an isometry
provided that ‖V h‖ = ‖h‖ for all h ∈ H. Note that isometries are
necessarily one-to-one. The map V is a unitary provided that it is an
isometry and it is onto.
A simple dimension count shows that in finite dimensions every isom-
etry is necessarily a unitary. An example of an isometry that is not
a unitary is the unilateral shift S. This is the operator on the Hilbert
space ℓ2(N) which has an orthonormal basis {|j〉 : j ∈ N}, defined by
S(|j〉) = |j + 1〉. It is easily seen that this operator is an isometry and
the |1〉 is orthogonal to the range of S, so that S is not onto. Note that
the kernel of S∗ is equal to the span of |1〉.
We call a linear map V : H → H a non-unitary isometry provided
that it is an isometry that is not onto. It is not hard to show that if
V is a non-unitary isometry, e1 is any unit vector orthogonal to the
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range of V , and we set en = V
ne1, then this sequence is orthonormal
and V acts as a unilateral shift on this subspace. So, in this sense,
non-unitary isometries always contain a space on which they act like
unilateral shifts.
Recall that a subspace M is called invariant for an operator C pro-
vided that C(M) ⊆M.
Lemma 6.1. Let H be a Hilbert space, C : H → H be a contraction
(i.e., ‖Ch‖ ≤ ‖h‖, ∀h ∈ H), and M⊆ H be a subspace that is invari-
ant for C. If the restriction of C to M acts as a unitary U on M,
then M is also invariant for C∗ and the restriction of C∗ to M is U∗.
Proof. This is easiest to see using operator matrices. Decomposing
H = M⊕M⊥ we may write C =
(
U X
Y Z
)
where U : M → M,
X :M⊥ →M, Y :M→M⊥, and Z :M⊥ →M⊥. The fact thatM
is invariant implies that Y = 0. The hypothesis that the restriction of
C to M is a unitary, means that U is a unitary.
But C∗ =
(
U∗ X∗
0 Z∗
)
is a contraction with U∗ a unitary. This forces
that for every h ∈ M, X∗h = 0. Thus, X∗ = 0 and M is invariant
for C∗. 
Note that if U was a non-unitary isometry, then U∗ would have a
kernel and we could no longer conclude that X∗ = 0.
The next concept that we shall need is the polar decomposition of
an operator. Given an operator A on a Hilbert space H, we set |A| =
(A∗A)1/2. Let R(A) denote the closure of the range of A and let R(|A|)
denote the closure of the range of |A|. Note that for any x ∈ H, we
have
‖Ax‖2 = 〈Ax,Ax〉 = 〈x,A∗Ax〉 = 〈|A|x, |A|x〉 = ‖|A|x‖2.
From this equality, it follows that there is a well-defined linear isometry
W : R(|A|) → R(A) defined by setting W (|A|h) = Ah, so that A =
W |A|. If we extend W to a map U : H → H by sitting U = WQ
where Q is the orthogonal projection onto R(|A|) then we still have
A = U |A|. The map U is called a partial isometry. This representation
A = U |A| is called the polar decomposition of A.
Lemma 6.2. Let C be a contraction and let C = U |C| be its polar
decomposition. If h is a unit vector such that ||Cnh|| = 1, ∀n ∈ N,
then the closed subspace M generated by {Cnh : n ≥ 0} is an invariant
subspace for C and for any v ∈M, ‖Cv‖ = ‖v‖.
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Proof. Clearly M is invariant for C. Set P = |C| so that C = UP
with 0 ≤ P ≤ I and ||Ph|| = ||UPh|| = ||Ch|| = 1. This implies
that Ph = h. Thus, Ch = Uh. Since 1 = ||C2h|| = ||UPUPh|| =
||UP (Uh)|| = ||P (UH)|| we have that P (Uh) = Uh and so C2h =
UPUPh = UPUh = U2h. Inductively, P (Unh) = Unh so that Cnh =
Unh. Thus, Cv = Uv for any v ∈M.
Since P (Unh) = Unh for all n ≥ 0, we have that M⊆ R(|C|). But
U acts isometrically on R(|C|) and since U and C are equal on this
subspace, C acts isometrically on M. 
Theorem 6.3. Let HR, ψ, UA = (Uij), and UB = (Vkl) be a perfect
embezzlement protocol. If M is the closed subspace of H spanned by
{U∗n00 ψ : n ≥ 0}, then the restriction of U∗00 to this invariant subspace
is a non-unitary isometry.
Proof. Recall that the Uij ’s must *-commute with the Vkl’s. The em-
bezzlement relations tell us that
U00V00ψ = ψ/
√
2, U10V00ψ = 0, U10V10ψ = ψ/
√
2, U00V10ψ = 0.
The fact that UA and UB are unitaries implies that
I = V ∗00V00 + V
∗
10V10 = U
∗
00U00 + U
∗
10U10
so that
U00ψ = U00(V
∗
00V00 + V
∗
10V10)ψ = V
∗
00U00V00ψ = V
∗
00ψ/
√
2,
V00ψ = V00(U
∗
00U00 + U
∗
10U10)ψ = U
∗
00ψ/
√
2.
Iterating, yields
(V ∗00)
nψ = (
√
2U00)
nψ and V n00ψ = (U
∗
00/
√
2)nψ.
Since (1/
√
2)nψ = (U00V00)
nψ = Un00V
n
00ψ = U
n
00(U
∗
00/
√
2)nψ, we have
that Un00U
∗n
00 ψ = ψ. Because ||U00|| ≤ 1 we have that ||U∗n00 ψ|| = 1 for
all n.
Hence, by the previous lemma, U∗00 acts isometrically on M.
Now if U∗00 acted unitarily, then by the earlier lemma, for vectors in
this space U00 would be the inverse and in particular would act isomet-
rically onM. But then we would have that ‖V ∗00ψ‖ =
√
2‖U00ψ‖ =
√
2.
This is impossible, because UB is a unitary and so ‖V ∗00‖ ≤ 1.
This contradiction shows that U∗00 must be a non-unitary isometry
on M. 
This yields the following fact. Recall that for a perfect embezzlement
protocol, we are only assuming that the operators commute, not that
the resource space has a bipartite tensor structure.
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Corollary 6.4. Perfect embezzlement is impossible in the commuting-
operator framework if the resource space is finite-dimensional.
Proof. If HR is finite dimensional, then M is also finite dimensional.
But every isometry on a finite dimensional space is necessarily a uni-
tary, contradicting the fact that U∗00 is a non-unitary isometry. 
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Appendix A. The Schmidt and polar decompositions in
infinite dimensions
In this section, for the convenience of the reader, we gather together
a few useful results from operator theory that are not well known within
the QIT community. We are claiming no originality.
Definition A.1. Let W : H1 → H2. Then W is called an isometry
if ‖Wh1‖2 = ‖h1‖1 for every h1 ∈ H1. W is called a coisometry iff
W ∗ : H2 → H1 is an isometry. W is called a partial isometry if
the restriction of W to ker(W )⊥ is an isometry. In this case the space
ker(W )⊥ is called the initial space of W and ran(W )− = ker(W ∗)⊥
is called the final space of W .
Proposition A.2. Let H and K be Hilbert spaces of arbitrary dimen-
sion, let {eα : α ∈ A} and {fβ : β ∈ B} be o.n. bases for H and K,
respectively. Then {eα⊗fβ : α ∈ A, β ∈ B} is an o.n. basis for H⊗K.
Proposition A.3 (The Polar Decomposition). Let X : H1 → H2 and
let |X| = (X∗X)1/2. Then there is a unique partial isometry W : H1 →
H2 with initial space ker(X)
⊥ = ker(|X|)⊥ = ran(|X|)− and final
space ran(X)− = ker(X∗)⊥ such that X = W |X|.
To prove, one simply sets W (|X|h) = Xh and shows that this is
well-defined and satisfies the properties.
Note that W is an isometry iff ker(X) = (0) and is a coisometry iff
ran(X)− = H2.
Proposition A.4. Let {ek} be an o.n. sequence in a Hilbert space, set
ui =
∑
k ui,kek and let U = (ui,j). Then {ui} is o.n. iff UU∗ = I, i.e.,
U is a coisometry.
Theorem A.5 (The Infinite Dimensional Schmidt Decomposition).
Let H and K be Hilbert spaces of arbitrary dimension and let x ∈
H⊗K. Then there are countable orthonormal sets uk ∈ H and vk ∈ K
and dk ≥ 0 and dk ≥ dk+1, ∀k, such that x =
∑
k dkuk ⊗ vk, and so
‖x‖2 =∑k d2k.
Moreover, if x =
∑
k ckwk ⊗ zk is another such representation of x,
then ck = dk for all k.
Proof. Pick any orthonormal bases {eα : α ∈ A} and {fβ : β ∈ B}.
By Proposition A.2, we can expand x =
∑
α,β zα,βeα ⊗ fβ . We know
that only countably many of the coefficients are non-zero, so we only
need countably many α’s and countably many β’s. So we can write
x =
∑
i,j zi,jei ⊗ fj. and
∑
i,j |zi,j|2 = ‖x‖2.
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Let hj =
∑
i zi,jei, so that x =
∑
j hj ⊗ fj , and let H = span{hj}.
Let {|i〉} be an orthonormal basis of H , and write hj =
∑
i xi,j |i〉. This
gives us x =
∑
i,j xi,j |i〉 ⊗ fj .
Let X =
∑
i,j xi,j |i〉〈j| be the matrix of a map from H to H . Note
that X is Hilbert-Schmidt and so compact and also has dense range
because span{|i〉} = span{hj} = span{
∑
i xi,j|i〉}. By Proposition A.3,
performing polar decomposition on X yields X =W |X| where W is a
partial isometry, and |X| = (X∗X)1/2.
Since |X| is compact and positive, it has an orthonormal basis of
eigenvectors. This defines a unitary V such that V |X|V ∗ = D, where
D =
∑
k dk|k〉〈k| is a diagonal matrix and the dk’s are the singular
values of X arranged in decreasing order. Conjugating D by V , we get
|X| = V ∗DV . Combining this with the polar decomposition, we get
X = W |X| = WV ∗DV = UDV where U =WV ∗ is a partial isometry.
Moreover, since X has dense range, U is a coisometry.
Let U =
∑
i,j ui,j|i〉〈j|, and V =
∑
i,j vi,j |i〉〈j|. Then,∑
i,j
|xi,j|2 = Tr(X∗X) = Tr(V ∗D∗U∗UDV )
= Tr(V ∗D2V ) = Tr(D2) =
∑
k
d2k.
Now let uk =
∑
i ui,k|i〉 and vk =
∑
j vk,jfj . Since U is a coisometry,
by Proposition A.4, {uk} is an orthonormal set. Now we have
x =
∑
i,j
xi,j |i〉 ⊗ fj =
∑
i,j,k
ui,kdkvk,j|i〉 ⊗ fj =
∑
k
dkuk ⊗ vk.
The statement about the uniqueness of the sequence dk follows from
the fact that these numbers are the singular values of the Hilbert-
Schmidt matrix X and that any other choice of basis for representing
X would give rise to a matrix that is obtained from X by pre and post
multiplying by unitaries, which does not alter the singular values. 
Appendix B. A primer on C*-algebras
For readers unfamiliar with C*-algebras, we briefly mention the defi-
nitions and tools that we shall use. For very readable general references
we recommend [3] or [7].
Given a Hilbert space H we let B(H) denote the set of bounded
linear operators from H to H. By a C*-algebra of operators we mean
a subset A ⊆ B(H) for some Hilbert space H satisfying:
• X, Y ∈ A, λ ∈ C =⇒ (λX + Y ) ∈ A and XY ∈ A,
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• X ∈ A =⇒ X∗ ∈ A, where X∗ denotes the adjoint of the
operator X(sometimes denoted by X† in the physics literature),
• A is closed in the operator norm, i.e., if Xn ∈ A, X ∈ B(H)
and ‖Xn −X‖ → 0, then X ∈ A.
The first condition is the definition of what it means to say that A is
an algebra over the complex field. The second condition is that A be
invariant under the taking of operator adjoints and the third is that it
be a closed subset of B(H) in a certain topology.
C*-algebras of operators also have an abstract characterization. An
algebra A over the complex numbers that is equipped with a norm ‖ · ‖
that satisfies ‖xy‖ ≤ ‖x‖ · ‖y‖ is called a normed algebra. If a normed
algebra is complete, i.e., if every Cauchy sequence converges, then it is
called a Banach algebra.
Given an algebra A over the complex numbers, a *-map is a map
from A to A, ∗ : A → A satisfying (x + y)∗ = x∗ + y∗, (λx)∗ = λx∗,
(xy)∗ = y∗x∗ and (x∗)∗ = x.
An algebra equipped with a *-map is called a *-algebra. A map
π : A → B between two algebras that is linear and satisfies π(xy) =
π(x)π(y) is called a homomorphism. If both algebras are also *-algebras
and the map satisfies π(x∗) = π(x)∗ then π is called a *-homomorphism.
Finally, an (abstract) C*-algebra A is a Banach *-algebra that satis-
fies ‖x∗x‖ = ‖x‖2, ∀x ∈ A. Note that B(H) is an abstract C*-algebra
and so is every C*-algebra of operators. The celebrated Gelfand-
Naimark-Segal theorem shows that every abstract C*-algebra is in an
appropriate sense a C*-algebra of operators.
Theorem B.1 (Gelfand-Naimark-Segal). Let A be an abstract C*-
algebra. Then there is a Hilbert space H and a map π : A → B(H)
such that:
• π is a *-homomorphism,
• ‖π(x)‖ = ‖x‖ for all x ∈ A.
Moreover, if A has a unit element 1 ∈ A then, in addition, one can
arrange that π(1) = IH.
A map satisfying the second condition is called an isometry. Clearly,
an isometry is one-to-one. Conversely, it is a theorem that every
one-to-one *-homomorphism is an isometry. A one-to-one, onto *-
homomorphism is called a *-isomorphism.
The two conditions in the above theorem also guarantee that the
range of π, B = π(A) is a C*-algebra of operators. Thus, π is a
*-isomorphism from the abstract C*-algebra onto a C*-algebra of op-
erators.
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A key element of the proof of the above theorem is their theorem on
representations of states. A state on an abstract unital C*-algebra A
is any linear functional, s : A → C such that s(1) = 1 and s(x∗x) ≥ 0
for every x ∈ A.
Theorem B.2 (GNS state representation theorem). Let s : A → C be
a state on a unital C*-algebra. Then there exists a Hilbert space Hs,
a unit vector ξ ∈ Hs and a unital *-homomorphism, πs : A → B(Hs)
such that s(x) = 〈ξ|πs(x)ξ〉 for all x ∈ A and such that the subspace of
vectors of the form {πs(x)ξ : x ∈ A} is dense in Hs.
Thus, the theorem says that for each abstract state there is a way to
realize the C*-algebra as a C*-algebra of operators such that the state
becomes a vector state.
B.1. The State Space. Given a unital C*-algebra A, the set of all
states on A, denoted S(A) is a convex set. Moreover, it is endowed
with a topology, called the weak*-topology and in this topology it is a
compact set. A net of states {sλ} converges to a state s in this topology
if and only if limλ |sλ(a)− s(a)| = 0 for every a ∈ A.
B.2. Tensor Products of C*-algebras. Let A and B be two unital
C*-algebras, and let A ⊗ B be their algebraic tensor product. Given
x =
∑
i ai⊗ bi and y =
∑
j cj ⊗ dj in A⊗B we define their product by
xy =
∑
i,j
aicj ⊗ bi ⊗ dj,
and a *-map by
x∗ =
∑
i
a∗i ⊗ b∗i .
Endowed with these two operations, A⊗ B becomes a *-algebra.
Note that the *-subalgebra {a⊗ 1 : a ∈ A} can be identified with A
and similarly, {1⊗ b : b ∈ B} can be identified with B. Also (a⊗1)(1⊗
b) = a⊗ b = (1⊗ b)(1⊗a) so that these “copies” of A and B commute.
There are two important ways to give this *-algebra a norm so that
it can be completed to become a C*-algebra.
Given x ∈ A⊗ B we set
‖x‖max = sup{‖π(x)‖ : π : A⊗B → B(H) is a unital *-homomorphism},
where the supremum is taken over all Hilbert spaces H and all unital *-
homomorphisms. The completion of A⊗B in this norm is a C*-algebra
denoted A⊗max B.
Alternatively, if π1 : A → B(H1) and π2 : B → B(H2) are unital
*-homomorphisms, then setting π(a⊗b) = π1(a)⊗π2(b) ∈ B(H1⊗H2)
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and extending linearly, defines a unital *-homomorphism from A ⊗ B
into B(H1 ⊗H2) denoted by π = π1 ⊗ π2.
Given x ∈ A⊗ B we set
‖x‖min = sup{‖π1 ⊗ π2(x)‖ : π1 : A → B(H1), π2 : B → B(H2)
are unital *-homomorphisms}.
The completion of A⊗B in this norm is a C*-algebra denoted A⊗minB.
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